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1. THE STARTING POINT: FROM INSIDE THE BLACK BOX
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This booklet’s predecessor, Inside the Black Box (Black & Wiliam 1998b), was first
published in 1998. Over 20,000 copies have been sold, the work is widely quoted,
and both American and Australian versions have been released (for the Australian
edition, pictured, see Black & Wiliam 2014). Since 1998, however, we have learnt a
great deal more about the practical steps needed to meet the purpose expressed in the
booklet’s subtitle: ‘Raising standards through classroom assessment’.
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The first part of Inside the Black Box set out to answer three questions. For the first
of these:
Is there evidence that improving formative assessment raises standards?
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The answer was an unequivocal yes, a conclusion based on a review by Black and
Wiliam (1998a), of evidence published in over 250 articles by researchers from several
countries. There have been few initiatives in education with such a strong body of
evidence to support a claim to raise standards. This positive answer led naturally to
the second question:
Is there evidence that there is room for improvement?

Here again, the published evidence gave a clear and positive answer, presenting a
detailed picture that identified three main problems. The first was that the assessment
methods that teachers use are not effective in promoting good learning. The second
was that marking and grading practices tend to emphasise competition rather than
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In practice, peer-assessment turns out to be
an important complement to self-assessment.
Peer-assessment is uniquely valuable because
students may accept, from one another,
criticisms of their work that they would not
take seriously if made by their teacher. Peer
work is also valuable because the interchange
will be in a language that students themselves
would naturally use, and because students learn
by taking the roles of teachers and examiners of
others (Sadler 1998):
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Students can only achieve a learning goal if
they understand that goal and can assess what
they need to do to reach it, so self-assessment is
essential to learning (Sadler 1989). Many who
have tried to develop self-assessment skills have
found that the first and most difficult task is to
get students to think of their work in terms of
a set of goals. Insofar as they do, they begin
to develop an overview of that work, so that
it becomes possible for them to manage and
control it for themselves; they are developing
the capacity to work at a meta-cognitive level.
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4. PEER- AND SELF-ASSESSMENT
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As well as assessing and marking (through discussion and clear guidance)
their own work they also assess and mark the work of others. This they do in
a very mature and sensible way and this has proved to be a very worthwhile
experiment. The students know that homework will be checked by themselves
or another girl in the class at the start of the next lesson. This has led to a wellestablished routine and only on extremely rare occasions have students failed to
complete the work set. They take pride in clear and well-presented work that
one of their peers may be asked to mark. Any disagreement about the answer is
thoroughly and openly discussed until agreement is reached.
Alice, Waterford School

The last sentence of this quotation brings out an important point – when students
do not understand an explanation, they are likely to interrupt a fellow student when
© 2014 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760011291 • GLA1291
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we don’t understand this. Why are you going on to the next topic?’ While students in
tune with their learning can create difficulties for teachers, we believe that these are
problems we should want to have.
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From hearing about research, and
from discussing ideas with other
colleagues, the teachers built up a
repertoire of generic skills. They
planned their questions, allowed
appropriate wait time and gave
feedback that was designed to
cause thinking. They ensured
that students were given time in
lessons to evaluate their own work
and that of others.
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SUBJECT DIFFERENCES
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However, after a while it became clear that these generic strategies could go only
so far. Choosing a good question requires a detailed knowledge of the subject, but
this is not the knowledge that is gained from advanced study in a subject. A high
level of subject qualification is less important than a thorough understanding of the
fundamental principles of the subject, an understanding of the kinds of difficulties
that students might have, and the creativity to think up questions that can stimulate
productive thinking. Furthermore, such pedagogical content knowledge is essential
in interpreting responses – what students say will contain clues to aspects of their
thinking that may require attention, but picking up on these clues requires a thorough
knowledge of common difficulties in learning the subject. Thus, although the general
principles of formative assessment apply across all subjects, the ways in which they
manifest themselves in different subjects may differ. We have encountered such
differences in making comparisons between teachers of mathematics, science and
English.
In mathematics, students have to learn to use valid procedures and to understand the
concepts that underpin these. Difficulties can arise when they learn strategies that
only apply in limited contexts but do not realise that these are inadequate elsewhere.
Questioning must then be designed to bring out these strategies for discussion and
to explore problems in the understanding of the concepts so that the need to change
can be grasped. In such learning, there is usually a well-defined correct outcome.
© 2014 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760011291 • GLA1291
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MOTIVATION AND SELF-ESTEEM
Learning is not just a cognitive exercise; it involves the whole person. The need to
motivate students is evident, but it is often assumed that this is best done by offering
such extrinsic rewards as merits, marks, gold stars and prizes. There is ample evidence
that challenges this assumption.
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Students will only invest effort in a task if they believe that they can achieve
something. If a learning exercise is seen as a competition, then everyone is aware that
there will be losers as well as winners; those who have a track record as losers will see
little point in trying. Thus, the problem is to motivate everyone, even though some
are bound to achieve less than others. In tackling this problem the type of feedback
given is very important. Many research studies support this assertion. Examples are:
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Students told that feedback ‘… will help you to learn’ learn more than
those told that ‘how you do tells us how smart you are and what grades
you’ll get’; the difference is greatest for low attainers. (Newman &
Schwager 1995)
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